I N T E L I S E A R C H

Stamford, Connecticut

Intelisearch, Inc. has been notified that it received the
Connecticut Quality Improvement Award for pioneering
methodologies that define, drive and measure quality
improvement in Executive Search.
About The Award
PREVIOUS
WINNERS INCLUDE:
Pitney Bowes
Perkin-Elmer
Xerox
Black & Decker
Dupont
IBM
Cigna
Boehringer
Citibank
Raytheon
Bayer
General Electric

The Connecticut Quality Improvement Award, Inc., America's first state-level quality award,
was founded in 1987 utilizing the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award for Performance
Excellence criteria in an effort to advance innovative programs that improve quality,
performance, and marketplace competitiveness.
The Connecticut Quality Improvement Award (CQIA) recognizes leading manufacturing and
service companies that excel in managing quality improvement for business success and growth.

About Intelisearch:
Intelisearch, Inc. is an award-winning niche executive search firm specializing in corporate tax
leadership. The firm is the provider of choice to many of the world’s leading multinational
employers. Founded in 1996, the firm was conceived and launched by George L. Rodriguez, a
Sony-trained leadership assessment expert and top HR executive. Intelisearch’s niche
specialization in corporate tax cuts across tax functions, leadership levels, industries and
geographies. The Intelisearch name has become synonymous with tax. It is widely recognized as
the gold standard when it comes to expertise, rigor and consistency within the highly nuanced,
short-supply tax recruiting space.
The hallmark of the firm’s differentiation is its innovative, 3-phased analytically benchmarked
assessment framework. This proprietary method (EvaluMetrics™) provides built-in rigor, multiple
levels of incisive vetting and full-spectrum due diligence. The firm leverages the senior HR
experience of its founder to ensure world-class evaluation of leadership and other soft-side
competencies. This component, often neglected or only fleetingly addressed by search providers,
is given head-on attention by Intelisearch. Thus, its 5-factor compatibility model serves as a
critical additional layer of protection, helping ensure tight fit with your corporate culture. This
intangible value driver remains unrivaled in the industry.
Intelisearch takes distinct pride in its client representation, especially given the tightly-knit nature
of the external tax community. Hence, the firm operates responsibly and ethically at every point
of interface. This includes adhering to all laws governing labor practices, integrity, candor,
transparency and confidentiality.
Intelisearch, Inc.
60 Long Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06902

Tel: 203.325.1389
Fax: 203.325.1678
E-mail: searchsmarter@isimpact.com

